This article presents Slomšek’s efforts towards linguistic and cultural integration of the Slovene lands between 1821 and 1862. The prominence of the Slovene cultural and geographic space in Slomšek’s works is presented by using his correspondence and travel writings, with a special view to his works on a unified Slovene literary language and his creative writing, in particular his poems.
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1 Introduction

Anton Martin Slomšek’s work for Slovene culture is exceptionally broad and complex because he labored intensively in very different fields, such as clerical pastoral work and sermon composition, applied pedagogical work and textbook writing, translating and editing, cultural organizing, teaching Slovene, intensive advocacy for standardization of the Slovene literary language and its assertion in public life; writing poetry, prose, religious essays, and moral tracts. He became active in literature already in high school, around 1816, and his intensive involvement in all fields connected with Slovene language and literature began when he entered on theological studies in Celovec (Klagenfurt) in the fall of 1821. These beginnings correspond to the time after the publication of Jernej Kopitar’s grammar (1809), which was a »normative signpost« between »the past of language variants in the different lands« and »the process of their unification« into a common linguistic norm (Oržen 2010: 212) in the middle of the nineteenth century. The process of unifying the Slovene literary language was surely but an external expression, an external appearance of essential internal shifts in Slovene culture of the time—shifts that meant the spread of Slovene national consciousness and gradual transformation of regional, provincial affiliation into Slovene national affiliation. Slomšek’s contribution to these integrative processes was significant, especially in Carinthia and Styria, where he was, during the time he was active, the central figure in the national awakening. We can observe numerous instances of strong insistence on linkages between Carinthia, Styria, Carniola, and Primorsko in his works, which display a consciousness of these lands’ spaces and their mutual belonging within the framework of Slovendom as a higher, superior community. In this article, I will outline some of the areas of Slomšek’s work for integration with select examples that most clearly exhibit his consciousness of the Slovene cultural and geographic space.
Starting with his time at the Ljubljana lycée, even before his seminary years, Slomšek carried on correspondence with a wide network of friends and colleagues in all of the Slovene provinces. Although only a small portion of Slomšek’s correspondence survives, the over 400 letters that have show very well his network of cultural connections, and activities throughout the Slovene provinces and including just about all of the cultural activists of his time. It is understandable that these contacts were especially intensive in the then centers of Slovenes’ cultural life—Ljubljana, Celovec, and to some extent Gradec (Graz)—and with a narrow circle of colleagues in Styria. It is probable that already at the lycée in Ljubljana (1819–1820) Slomšek met Franc Metelko, whose lectures on Slovene were an important influence on the quality of the literary languages used by the younger generation of intellectuals, among them Matija Čop and France Prešeren (KOLARIĆ 2009). Slomšek is confirmed to have collaborated with Metelko during his seminary years, when Metelko would send to him in Celovec the drafts of his grammar even as it was being printed—that is, in 1825 (Kovačič 1934: 37). Of interest are Slomšek’s letters to Čop that have been preserved from the time he was a seminary mentor in Celovec. Besides a trusting, friendly relation, they attest to an intensive exchange of books on linguistic and literary matters. Thus on 30 October 1832 he sent to Čop in Ljubljana Megiser’s dictionary and some of Jarnik’s works. Later he sent SVETOKRİŠKI and asked him to intercede with the censor for collections of the so-called Ahacel poems (AZN 1930: 3), inquired about the work on publication of Kranjska čbelica, and on 5 January 1833 wrote: »Ich wünschte bald wieder ein Lied unser genialen Preſhern zu hören! Proſim ga lepo posdraviti, pa tudi druge blage Slovenze.« (AZN 1930: 5) Then later he reported that the Ahacel collection has been well received, which he saw as evidence of the success of Slovene Sunday schools in Carinthia and Styria in their efforts to encourage progress in reading (AZN 1930: 11). His correspondence with BLEIWEIS was even larger. He wrote to the editor of Novice in Ljubljana from Št. ANDRAŽ and later Maribor many times, including about his linguistic positions on the so-called new forms—he supported them but advocated gradual introduction and reciprocity between Slovene lands: »I think it is right that the Carniolans are seated at the head of the table, but you must not forget that we, too, are Slovenes, and do not demand that yours is always the rule; and we take many of your forms, which are unlike ours, copying St. Augustin: In necessariis unitas, in dubiis libertas, in omnibus caritas. « (AZN: 318–321) Many of Slomšek’s biographical writings and memoirs came from his personal connections. Thus, for instance, he wrote about his friend VALENTIN STANIČ from Goriško, whom he highly admired: »May the fitting praise of the deceased give young readers inspiration for the dead teach us to live.« (Drobtince 1848: 81) In Trst (Trieste), Slomšek was in contact with Ravnikar’s successor, Bishop JERNEJ LEGAT. In Carinthia, he was especially closely connected with the teacher MATIJA AHACEL and the Slavist URBAN JARNIK, and of course with MIHAEL ANDREAS and various »Pohorje poets«. Slomšek maintained and refreshed multiple connections with colleagues on his publications, especially prose translations, the almanac Drobtince, and textbooks. Among them were JOZEF HAŠNIK, MIHAEL STOJAN, VALENTIN OROŽEN, JOZEF MURŠEC, ANTON MURKO, RADOSSLAV (JAKOB) RAZLAG, SIMON
Rudmaš, Mihael Zagajšek, and others. It appears that during the good four decades of his activities, from approximately 1821 to 1862, Slomšek developed cooperation or at least contacts with almost all of the vital trends of the Slovenes’ cultural life, from Carinthia and Styria to Primorsko.

3 Slomšek’s advocacy for a common Slovene literary language that would overcome regional differences and become an indicator to all Slovenes of their collective progress is especially pronounced in his first Mass promise to devote his free time to the mother tongue (Kovacič 1934: 45). It is well known that he had already been doing this as a first-year seminarian. In the fall of 1821 he took the initiative to prepare a Slovene language course for seminarians. He continued the course every year until he graduated, as his introductory speeches, which have been preserved, attest. In them, he refutes the established opinion that it was not necessary to study Slovene, and he highlighted the language’s qualities and its importance, in particular for priests. From the start he held that literary Slovene was a means of combining regional dialects into a superior cultural unit. In 1829, after several years of service as an associate pastor, Slomšek returned to Celovec as a seminary mentor. It was then that he revamped his Slovene language course and partially achieved that it be required.2 Since he was teaching seminarians from two dioceses, there were both Carinthians and Styrians, and even some Carniolans. Such a variety of regional dialects gathered in his Celovec classroom only convinced Slomšek, from 1821, of his vision of a unified literary language. His course performed a revival function similar to Metelko’s at the Ljubljana lycée, only his work was not institutionalized, even though he was a better teacher than even Metelko (Grafenauer 1958: 280). In his teaching he could rely on the scholarly grammars by Kopitar, Metelko, and Murko. However, since these were not suitable for language teaching, Slomšek wrote his own grammar Inbegriff der slowenischen Sprache für Ingeborne, which was substantively his own linguistic work (Jesenšek 2010: 672). It flowed from his teaching experience and therefore a feature of the grammar is that it ends with »a test of knowledge« on three levels. Slomšek most likely began writing the grammar, which remains in manuscript form, already when he started his theological studies in 1821 (ibid.: 679). Since he was aware of the forced Germanization in Carinthia and Styria, it was clear to him that Slovendom would stand or fall with the language. Therefore, he saw in a cultivated, literary language a defense of higher spiritual culture against loss of national and ethnic identity. Since he took a long, broad view, already in his seminary years he rejected regional particularisms as a path to the goal, unlike Dan-

1 Slomšek rejected Peter Danjko’s alphabet but everything indicates he had direct contacts with Danjko as well, although the correspondence has not yet been attested. A very early version of Slomšek’s poem »Lehko noč«, first published among the so-called Ahacel poems (Pesme po Koroškim ino Štajarskim znanje, 1833), was before that, in a different form printed in one of Danjko’s (not yet identified) books. Since Slomšek did not publish the poem before 1833, we can conclude that Danjko could not have obtained it for publication except directly from Slomšek. The printed version can be compared with Slomšek’s manuscript (UKM, Ms 125/7).

2 The Celovec/Klagenfurt bishop, Georg Mayr, confirmed Slomšek’s request and assigned his theology students to Slomšek’s Slovene course, while the Lavanttal bishop, Zimmerman, underlined that it was optional for his students of theology (Grafenauer 1958: 279–80).
jko and the Styrian dialect and to a lesser degree Metelko (in word formation) and the Dolenjska dialect. Moreover, although himself a Styrian, he insisted that central Slovene linguistic traditions together with elements from other regions take the lead in the gradual formation of the literary language (Jesenšek 2003: 673). That is how he taught his students, and it bore literary and journalistic fruits. In this spirit Slomšek congratulated Čop on 30 May 1833 for his »scholarly, courageous spelling rules« in the hope that they would put an end to the »devastating schism« (AZN 1930: 7). During later reform arguments after 1850 he complained to Bleiweis »Each stubbornly writes his own way. The proclivity to schism was and will continue to be an inherited sin of the Slavs. (ibid.: 316).

4 The summer of 1825 Slomšek left Celovec and went to Ljubljana via Olimje in »Slovene literary matters«. 3 The almanac Kranjska čbelica was at first closely focused on a narrow circle of collaborators in Carniola. As an unknown writer at the time, Slomšek had not been invited to cooperate, be he followed the publication intensely. For a variety of reasons, from 1829–1838, while a seminary mentor in Celovec, Slomšek developed and lead wide ranging literary activities among the seminarians. There were three main branches of activities, the most well known of which was the first Slovene secular songbook, Pesme po Koroškim ino Štajarskim znane (1833, expanded in 1838), which was at the same time the first large literary achievement of a wide circle of Carinthian and Styrian poets. Among them, Jarnik, Slomšek, Valentin Orožen, and Josip Hašnik were comparable to the Kranjska čbelica contributors (Grafenauer and Gspan 2009). Of course, the group was different; they were not oriented towards Romanticism, but were part of the transition from Enlightenment to pre-Romantic literature, and thus more oriented to imitating folk poetry, to poetic Christian reflection, education, and entertainment. Nonetheless, it is still possible to speak of a tight circle of collaborators, about a Slomšek circle that cooperated on almost all later publications that he initiated.

Another significant accomplishment of the Slomšek Celovec circle was a series of translations of Christoph Schmid, which the seminarians in the Slovene course prepared, though their mentor corrected them and prepared them for print. 4 Gspan and Grafenauer believe that Slomšek was the founder of Slovene literature for youth, which could not become well developed in Carniola because of the elitist complexion of Kranjska čbelica. It did, however, develop in Carinthia. (Gspan and Grafenauer 2009)

The third important achievement of the Slomšek Celovec circle was an almanac of poetry, which was a kind of Carinthian offshoot of Kranjska čbelica, only it was not printed and remained in manuscript. It was entitled »Pefme za pokušhno« and is preserved in only one copy, in Slomšek’s archive. At first, each issue was probably

3 See Kovačič (1934: 48). Gspan and Grafenauer (2009) refer to 1824 as the year he met Metelko, Zalokar, and Strel in Ljubljana and inquired about the founding of the journal Slavinja, which never took place, but it was likely the summer of 1825, after the parting blessing and while waiting for the placement decree

4 Schmid’s books Perjetne perpovedi za otroke (1832; 1836), Kratkočasne pravlice otrokom v podučenje (1835), Sedem novih perpovedi za otroke (1836), and many others came out in Celovec/Klagenfurt with the subtitle »translated by young seminarians in the Celovec seminary«.
prepared as a separate almanac, but now they are sewn together in one large, bound manuscript (UKM Ms 124). Literary historians have, for the most part, not treated these poetry collections, which were assembled in 1832–1835 and 1838, giving them only passing note. However, some of the poems rise about the level of beginners’ attempts and in some respects modified Vodnik’s poetic tradition, which the collection cites in its title, and gave it new, pre-Romantic dimensions. It appears that Slomšek gave his students a certain theme—in 1832 it was spring—and then some of the resulting poems were published in the so-called Ahacel collection. Among the notable poets in the collection are Janez Arlič, Jožef Hašnik, and Valentin Orožen; Andrej Korošec, Jožef Matoh, Matej Pirš, and Luka Sevšek wrote many poems. In the best poems, which not formally inferior to Vodnik’s—those by Arlič, Hašnik, and a few others—Enlightenment themes are significantly expanded, refreshed, and even superseded: Besides naïve moral and entertaining tendencies, there is a more introspective, spiritual reflectiveness that is on the border between the Enlightenment and Romanticism. Certain poems, like Arlič’s »Mila ſolsa«, are filled with Romantic elegiac pessimism. The move from the stanzas of Alpine melodies to more complex metrical forms accords with this. In 1838 Arlič even wrote a formally finished »Son-et«. Thus under the modest title »Pesme za pokušno« Slomšek’s Celovec circle began to write artistically more ambitious spiritual literature. This Christian spiritual content complemented the contents of Kranjska čbelica. From a formal standpoint, it probably relies on Kranjska čbelica, because the most significant lyrics, especially those of Arlič and Hašnik, display Prešeren’s influence. Here, too, it is possible to see one of the most indicative and complex relations between Carniola on the one hand and Carinthia and Styria on the other.

5 His travel writings express Slomšek’s awareness of the space of Slovene and neighboring lands in a more empirical way. In them, he quite precisely described his holiday travels during his time as a seminary mentor, especially in Carinthia, Styria, Carniola, and Goriško. The travel writings from 1833, 1834 (incomplete), and 1837 have been preserved. The travel writings that have been preserved tell about the trips that Slomšek made, for the most part in an »apostolic manner«—that is, on foot.

- In 1833 he traveled from Celovec over the Visoke Ture/HoheTauern mountains to Salzburg, Linz, Vienna (where he meets Jakob Zupan), via Marijino Celje/Mariazell to Graz (he searched for but did not find Kolomon Kvas), to Sv. Peter near Maribor for among other things a meeting with Anton Murko, to Spodnja Polskava, Studenice Sladka Gora (to see Matija Vodušek), Celje, Nova cerkev (Mihael Stojan), Rečica ob Savinji (Jožef Lipold), Solčava, and back to Celovec.

- In 1834 his trip was from Celovec to Uršlja gora over the mountains Oljka to Vojnik, Slovenske Konjice, and Špitalič; from there the account is lost. Despite the lost manuscript,

5 NŠAMb, fond Slomšek, fasc. VIII, in German. Fr. Kosar was the first to publish many longer excerpts from them, in his German-language monograph about Slomšek (KOSAR 1863: 22–38). Frančišek KOVACIČ (1934: 84–133) took more liberally from them, translated them, and summarized some of them in his Slovene-language biography. Slovene scholarship on travel writing has not treated them; they have only been taken into account in the context of Slomšek’s biography.
bills document travel expenditures »to Gorica and Videm in Friuli, so that on this occasion he probably visited the Rezija/Resia Slovenes as well. Slomšek became acquainted with their dialect and cited it many times in his lectures.« (Kovačič 1934: 110)

Kovačič understands these bills as documents from the same trip, in 1834. However, in two later accounts Slomšek states that he visited his friend Valentin Stanič in 1835, and that the latter accompanied him to Aquileia, meaning some trip in 1835, for which there is no manuscript: »To the end of my days I will never forget how in 1835 the two of us went via Palma nova to Aquileia, how I was shown all of the lands of the once great city from a high, old tower.« (Drobtince 1848: 89–90). Later he wrote that in the company of the »true Slovene Valentin Stanič he served mass on the high altar in St. Hermagoras and Fortunatus, on the grave of so many holy martyrs and witnesses to our salvific faith.« (Drobtince 1851: IX)

- 1837: The last travel account that is preserved is of a trip from Celovec over the Korensko sedlo to Bled and Ljubljana (on 5 September he was at the theater with Prešeren, then at Pavšek and Metelko’s), then to Višnja Gora (Janez Cigler), Stična, Novo mesto, Zagreb (he searched for Ljudevit Gaj and found a company of young Illyrianists), Croatian Zagorje, Varaždin, Štrigova, Ljutomer, Velika Nedelja (P. Dajnko), Ptuj (Josip Muršec), Celje, Prevalje, Dobrla ves, and back to Celovec.

During these trips, Slomšek’s main goal was to learn about the Slovene lands and people directly and close up, and also about the church institutions, especially the seminaries and monasteries, where he would exchange views with their directors on the general condition of the people, the Church’s challenges, and the related theological education of priests. However, Slomšek’s nature was also very open to the beauties of nature, and he frequently added interesting observations about the people; for instance, about the Ziljska equestrian sport known as štehvanje and dance called rej, beneath the linden. He added deep reflections on human existence and fate to his stories of human events. All three—natural description, anecdotes about the people, and reflections—are happily married in this picture of Bled and surroundings:

The castle is very high on a cliff from which you can enjoy the most beautiful and interesting view. Due west Triglav raises its gray head like the father of all the mountains around it; to the north are the fairly distant Karavanke, at the foot of which is a string of pretty churches; in the east is a broad plain towards Lower Styria with its many village churches and castles; to the southwest, dizzyingly far down in a pleasant ravine a lake washes on the rocks; and further towards the mountains that extend all the way to Turkey (i.e., Bosnia), the Sava greets the traveler, rushing from its Bohinj cradle. It is just now that the late bells resound from the welcoming island. We catch sight of a large boat on the opposite bank with many maidens dressed in white. A burial on the lake! The only son of an already elderly father was boating on the lake while drunk, fell in, and drowned. He sailed into his grave. A white line extends behind the slowly gliding boat, marking its course, and disappears without a trace. The boat stops, and they carry the dead man to his grave. Ecce sortem!—the image of our life.6

6 Ecce sortem ‘Look, (such) a fate!’ In Kosar’s book (Kosar 1863: 27–28), is the German original; Jože Stabej’s Slovene translation (Kosar 2012) is forthcoming.
As a bishop, Slomšek was involved in another, more far reaching, and fateful way with the Slovene spiritual, national, and geographic space. During long years of negotiating he obtained a new division of the Lavanttal, later Maribor diocese (Kovačič 1934: 84–99), uniting the vast majority of Styrian Slovenes in a newly organized Lavantinska diocese, saving them from forced Germanization in a completely German-oriented Graz-Seckau diocese. This article cannot cover how Slomšek won in this extensive ecclesiastical-political process with negotiations between the emperor, bishops, and pope, although he did not fully realize his main goal, that the diocesan and ethnic boarders correspond. Nonetheless, in considering the Slovene cultural and geographic space it is at least necessary to mention it, because it is thanks to Slomšek’s work, besides his other efforts for Slovene culture, that Lower Styria remained a Slovene province at all until WW I (Pogačnik 1991: 147–148, 157).

The vital national consciousness, which besides faith Slomšek saw as the essential ingredient of Slovene Christian progress, was also expressed in his literary works. In his texts, individual Slovene provinces, actually pieces of the Slovene people, are often metonymically represented as Slovene rivers. Quite early—I have repeatedly cited 1821—at the very beginning of his religious path, Slomšek gave a celebratory speech in the company of seminarians for the start of the Slovene-language course. The manuscript of the speech has been preserved. It is entitled »Napelvavni govor k’Slovenškimu sboru 1821« [A commencement speech to the Slovene assembly in 1821] and is not only a top rate revival act with arguments aligned to support the study of Slovene, but also a minor piece of rhetorical art. Since this is the first (semi-) public speech about the Slovene language in Slovene, which has yet to be published, I will adduce some of the thoughts that illustrate Slomšek’s vision of the need for learning literary Slovene, a higher form of the language in which the dialects of the individual Slovene provinces are joined.

The speech begins with the opening of Jesus’s words to his disciples: *Vos estis lux mundi* ‘You are the light of the world’. In the introduction he develops the thought that when conveying the Christian faith to the people a priest simultaneously inspires in them progress and its fruits. That is how progress took place among the Germans, and how it took place among the Slovene ancestors in the time of Sts. Cyril and Methodius. Then he makes a disappointed comparison: »And yet how cold the hearts of today’s teachers compared to the hearts of these two brothers towards Slovene learning.« (NRSS, Ms 44, 3v) To the objection that Slovene is spoken differently in each place and therefore it is senseless to study it, he answers that the reason, among others, is that the spiritual pastors themselves do not know the literary language: »what is the reason for each parish to speak differently? Because their teachers do not know how to speak correctly either, for there is to little Sloveness, or they do not study it at all.« (4r) He likewise rejects other objections to learning Slovene, such as knowledge of Slovene from home or that Slovenes will die out in another generation. Today it is difficult for us to imagine how decisive and brave Slomšek’s calls for the study of Slovene and revival work among the people were, having been spoken when he was at the seminary but a few months and only a half year after the emperor’s absolutist speech to the teachers at the congress of rulers in Ljubljana in
1821. Despite this, he continued to state his view of cultural growth together with the idea of the literary language as unifying principle for Slovenes, one that he poetically depicted in his speech:

They are sisters in our neighborhood »Sava«, »Drava«, and »Savinja«, one flowing through Carniola, the other through Carinthia, the third through the Styrian land, staying far from one another yet warmly joining with each other and together entering the sea as a family.

Would that we become like these streams: Carniolan, Carinthian, as well as Styrian are Slovenes, we are brothers to one another; would that in our language, in our speech, even though far apart, we would unite as these waters, on this path of learning we Slovenes would recognize one another from a distance, draw closer to our distant brothers, and, oh happy time to come, when Slovendenom will have one home, one people, one speech.

(NRSS Ms 44, 4r–4v)

For the year 1821, this vision was an exceptional advance in articulating Slovene national and linguistic ideas. It is the more exceptional because it has been preserved in Slovene, and moreover, because a barely twenty-one year old seminarian wrote it. In its context—and effectively—it acted as an integrating vision of Slovendenom, which was to develop harmoniously along the path of faith and culture. Slomšek expressed this view once more, in poetry. In 1822, probably for a ceremony at the start or end of the language course, he composed the poem »Slovenstvo«, in an accompanying note calling it an ode »which the students of the Celovec seminary sang for inspiration when they began, in 1822, of their own accord to educate themselves in the mother tongue«. It was published only recently (SLOMŠEK 2010: 15). A longer, nineteen-stanza narrative poem composed in Vodnik’s style, contains a simile of Slovenes’ »sleep«, tells of their difficult history, and then of the necessity of a national awakening and active work. The idea of national and linguistic unity of the Slovene lands is one of the themes expressed in the stanzas:

There my Sava springs,
Where the snow lies white,
The Savinja slows
its racing flow;
the Drava joins,
their sister, and look,
how they race speedily
together along.

The merry river
teaches me to sing,
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raises the Slovenes
to a new morn,
with a desire to
call each other brother,
and happily sail
a path to wisdom.

The topos of Slovene rivers, with which Slomšek symbolizes the idea of cultural cooperation, linguistic approximation, and separate Slovene lands unifying into a nation, was deeply embedded in his consciousness. When at approximately the same time, between 1821 and 1824, he wrote a longer epic-lyric poem dedicated to Urban Jarnik, he based it on the theme of linkage between the »Savinja Valley« and the area along the Carinthian river. The poet speaks allegorically about himself as a small grape brought from Styria as a gift to Carinthia (i.e., Jarnik). Of course, he called the poem “Drava” (»Drava! Slovene mother«; SLOMŠEK 2011: 20–23). The symbolism of Slovene rivers and lands appeared again later, when at the end of his life, as a bishop, he visited Solčava for the last time and wrote down in the parish book the poem »Slovo Žolcpaškim planinam«, signing it »On my third and last visit 21 June 1861«:

Farewell, daughters of the old mother, mighty Slava:
verdant Radoha, high Ojstrica,
towering Rinka and sharp Olšova!
Make the Slovenes raise their keen heads,
that they be brave sons of Slava!
[…]
The rushing Drava, clear Sava and Savinja,
Mighty waters and Slovene sisters three,
each without respite running its course
and teaching you, Slovene family!
how wisdom is gotten. (SLOMŠEK 2007: 63–64).

The Solčava mountains in the poem allegorically connote moral fortitude, principledness, and national consciousness. The »vertical« component is complemented by the »horizontal«, which the Slovene rivers introduce, the representatives of the Slovene lands, which are at the same time symbols of continuity, enthusiasm, and dynamism. The poet delicately arranged the contents so that the vertical component takes the first and fourth stanzas, between which the rivers run as if in a valley in the second and third stanzas. The final, fifth stanza ties both elements together in support of truth and good between Slovenes, projecting them into an open future.

8 Slomšek was only too realistically aware of the true condition of Slovenes in Styria and Carinthia for him not to be pained by the effects of Germanization: some Slovenes’ inner surrender to German; concealment of their own, Slovene origins

9 In 1824 Jarnik was forty, so it is possible that Slomšek wrote this as a friend and admirer for his birthday.
and language; and finally, the breakdown of the family with the Germanization of children. Slomšek wrote about this with hurt many times. He blamed the Slovenes for this most of all—for their insufficient respect for their language and origins. For the most part he accused the Slovene born, not the Germans, because the former were prepared to distance themselves from their people for some social advantages. To them he addressed a sharp, very pointed article, »Graja nemškutarjev«, which was published in the last, 1862 issue of Drobtinice in his lifetime. The anthologized text begins:

»What will you give me that I hand him over to you?« is what Judas Iscariot said to the bloodthirsty enemies of Jesus Christ. [...] What will you give us that we sell our people, our mother tongue, and all the nation’s possessions? That is how our German sympathizers talk, betraying their people; on the German side to the Germans; on the Hungarian side the madjuroni to the Hungarians; and on the Italian side, the lahoni to the Italians. They are not exactly looking for thirty pieces of silver; they are satisfied with a little praise, some worldly honor. [...] There is no reason, then, to be surprised that a mortal flood is drowning Slovene from all sides … (Drobtince 1862: 59)

These and similar statements derived from the lucid awareness of what was happening in Styrian and Carinthian towns, squares, and villages, especially among the Slovenes who were ›left to fend for themselves‹ in the Celovec and Gradec dioceses after the diocesan reform (KOVAČIČ 1935: 92–94). Slomšek was aware that the process was proceeding apace and that it had more slowly and with less oppressive steps changed the ethnic make up of Carinthia in preceding centuries. Based on this awareness, Slomšek developed a vision of an alienated, lost Slovene space, which he poetically described:

Who Germanized Gorotan, the high mountains and green valleys of the dear Carinthian land in which in their days the might Gorotan princes reigned, as every year the old stone throne on the ancient plain by Gospa sveta attests? The throne on the grave of the princes’ ancient glory is sinking into the ground on the German (i.e., German people’s) border, and on a nearby hill the honored capital Gospa sveta wanes, already in Germany; but the high peaks of Grebenec, Kačji verh, Golovica, and Svinja, you vibrantly testify that in their time the Slovenes tended their flocks on your verdant slopes, looking from your heights at neighboring Tyrolean, Salzburg, and Austria and singing mountain melodies, where today not a Slovene voice is heard. Through all the German lands flow streams that bubble in Slovene, bringing their sounds into the Drava, Mura, and Murica rivers, yet there are no more Slovenes on their banks anymore to grasp what the streams and rivers once christened with Slovene names are saying. Carinthian Brezje and Styrian German Gradec and the many towns, squares, and villages in German lands tell us that olden day Slovenes built and lived in them, where now there are only German houses. —Did obvious enemies kill all the Slovenes in all of these lands and in bloody battle conquer all of these Slovene properties? —German sympathizers little by little sold them to the Germans and made themselves and their children Germans. (Drobtince 1862: 59–60)

It is significant that even in these sad, eloquent sentences the three Slovene rivers are named: however, they flow through an alienated space that has been lost to
Slovendom. In the typology of Slovene »literary space«, even the space that has been wrenched from its organic, linguistic connection with the rest of the Slovene cultural space must be present. Slomšek advocated for Slovene unity and therefore historical alienation pained him, and he expressed this. Slomšek understood such alienation—of space in general and likewise of an individual from the people—as a violation of God given natural law. Slovene culture—Slomšek used the term »cultivation«—was to him a part of Christian culture as a whole and closely dependent on Christianity, which he was convinced enabled its origin and development. For this reason Slomšek is also the author of the first theological justification for national individuality, which he voiced in a well known Monday after Pentecost sermon in 1838 (ŠLOMŠEK 2004) and in other writings.

9 Conclusion

The Slovene cultural space was one of the central preoccupations of Anton Slomšek’s thought and writings during his four-decade literary, cultural, and ecclesiastic career (1821–1862). This is implicitly evident in the broad network of his correspondence with collaborators, which spread from Carinthia and Styria to Carniola, the Trst area, and Goriska. Slomšek’s thinking on the Slovene national space is explicitly expressed in his efforts on behalf of Slovene language teaching in Carinthia and Styria in the middle of the nineteenth century, by which he significantly advanced the establishment of common norms for the literary language, which would include regional variants and dialects. Slomšek’s perception of space, as expressed in his travel accounts, is also of interest. They stemmed from his travels through the Slovene lands in 1833, 1834, and 1837. Elements of the Slovene space appear as symbols in Slomšek’s literary works, especially his poems. The central, repeated allegory is the image of Slovene rivers coming out of the different Slovene lands and joining in a single flow. In his poems, they represent to all Slovenes a common linguistic and national culture. Slomšek saw the foundations of such an integrated Slovene language and Slovene cultural space in God given natural law, from which he derived the first theological justification for Slovene national individuality.
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